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Hares: Who The Fuck Is Alice, Kiss My Ring &

Tuk Tuk (VH) 
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The GM got the Hares in the circle on the French Alps view point, Kata, to thank them. Your Scribe 
thanked, on behalf of Winalot, everyone who had helped him and visited him in hospital. He will be on 
his way home next week!

GM invited Hash Music, Bollox, to help with some new down down songs. Every down down was 
supported by Bollox with a different song..Well done Bollox!

RETURNERS in...four including Number One, Sir Dubai...Good to see him so well!

VIRGINS in...A English couple, 2 Frogs, A Thai couple and a Aussie...the girls got most of the water!

RUN OFFENSES...Fungus got in the Hares and did his bit about punJI sticks everywhere, traps from 
the Hares! Cartoon got Chicken George and Manneken Pis in. Now MP usually does F A on the Run 
but today he was calling On On, watch the hole, watch the low branch etc...what's up with him? As for 
Chicken George, his dog was hot and battling, so MP gave C G some water for him but CG drank it 
instead! BH then called Wilma in, as on the Pooying they both got changed by their trucks and BH's 
shorts got put in W's truck by mistake..At home W said to Little Toe (his lady) ..who's shorts are these? 
LT held them up and smelt them and said..they are Blue Harlot's! No Hope got in the Hares and pointed
out it is much, much better to mark barbed wire with plastic ribbon! Anal Grapes got in Fungus. Last 
week he gave Fungus some socks as he had forgotten his but moaned that they were too small..so this 
week AG bought some extra, extra long socks and put them on Fungus! Fungus got What A Rat in and 
said W A R had fallen over about six times with the horn..W A R. then shouted out...careful of this 
hooole!

STEWARD...FA Cup ( VIRGIN STEWARD) Minnie Mouse and SADG in first. MM had asked 
SADG if FA Cup could do a steward spot..sure he said, no problem...well they was a problem he did 
not tell FA Cup! Gobby and the Thai virgin in. They met in a bar and she said...do you like my boobs, 
they are radio turners..what, he said. Yes they are radio turners, if you want to try them out come back 
with me to my hotel. So they did. In her room she told him to turn in the AM one..but no sound...try the
FM one, no sound..they are not working he says...oh, says Gobby you have to plug in your power first! 
Not Cleaver and Pole Position in. PP and I were shopping and we got parted for a while..PP called me 
up and asked where I was.. I answered,.Darling...you know that shop where you saw that expensive 
diamond ring...yes, yes she said excitedly...well I’m in the bar next door! Twice Nightly, Paper and Fill 
The Gap in. Paper said to FTG..I have hair between my legs, at the top..don't worry, so have I. I call it 
my monkey. She then tells TN about the monkey...yes ,yes I have a monkey there too. Don't worry as 
my monkey always takes it's bananas! Great first spot FA Cup..please come again, well done!

HASH MUSIC...Bollox (exhausted by now) calls for the British to come in to help with his song...The
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PHILOSOPHERS SONG..by Monty Python...we gave it our all, as did Bollox! Everyone enjoyed it!

RUN SHIRTS..the black shirts have finally turned up...Always Wet got her 200 Run Shirts and Sheba 
got her 500 Run shirt...well done to both of you....GORGEOUS YOU WANKER was presented with 
his 1000 Run Shirt...a really great
milestone...GYW was on our SECOND RUN
EVER (NUMER 2 RUN). Well done GYW, a
great Hasher...keep them coming!

HARES in...Cartoon stood in as Run
Master...will he keep the Hash Shit seat ..or will
it go to GM's Dad..WTFIA?......WTFIA gets
Hash Shit!

ON ON, NOT CLEAVER
SEE YOU ALL NEXT WEEK


